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HOW TO LOSE POINTS IN A PRESENTATION! 
 
1. No clear message given 
2. Purpose of the presentation is not highlighted 
3. Content does not tally with the topic. 
4. No theory to support practical examples and vice versa 
5. Too many theories and no link between them 
6. Inadequate or superficial practical examples 
7. Content is not well reflected - superficial, platitudes 
8. No in-depth study conducted and hence no creativity 
9. Unequal distribution of presentation parts among team members. 
10. No proper team work (own contributions lacking) 
11. No structure. 
12. No agenda provided. 
13. Duration of presentation is too long or too short. 
14. Less than10 minutes presentation time – time alloted not exhausted 
15. No navigation or links from one part to the other. 
16. Data dumping on slides - Too much text on slides, no bullet points. 
17. Relevance of content not in line with topic. 
18. Team members repeat each other’s content. 
19. Long presentations – alloted time exceeded 
20. Presentation parts not equally distributed. 
21. No uniform slides. 
22. Organisation unsatisfactory. 
23. Self-made videos do not work. 
24. Audio video quality mediocre 
25. Internet video quality is bad. 
26. No discussion. 
27. No introduction: Reading out an agenda is not an introduction. 
28. No conclusion: Saying "Thank you" at the end is not a formal conclusion 
29. Inadequate presentation skills: No eye contact, reading from slides with back to 

audience 
30. Delivery skills lacking: Monotonous tone of voice, no voice dynamics, no voice 

modulation 
31. No slides or handouts provided 
32. Slides contain information taken from sources not documented 
33. No list of works cited provided 
34. Videos from internet do not support the presenter present content, which should be the 

job of the presenter. 
35. Text on slides not legible (Font size too small and font not uniform) 
36. Distorted, hazy or unclear pictures 
37. Pictures have nothing to do with the content on the slide and are a mere distraction. 
 
 
 


